INTRODUCTION
In this study, the evacuation action forecast simulation program in the staircase where evacuation action forecast simulation program based on the potential method and forecast simulation program (BRI) by two layer zone model like the smoke movement were integrated is developed.
In this simulation program, it has aimed the forecast and the evaluation of the article retained in another and the staircase influencing of giving of the fire progress (smoke movement) and the state of the smoke movement to the evacuation action of the influence given to the evacuation action.
Moreover, because use on the inspection site is assumed, special GUI (graphic user interface) is also developed in the future.
OUTLINE OF EVACUATION ACTION MODEL
In this simulation program, an analytical area is divided into the following three areas ( Figure 1) . 
Floor
It is assumed that the evacuation action analysis in each floor is not done so that this simulation program may purpose to evaluate the influence that the obstacle arranged in the staircase gives to the staircase evacuation action and the stay in the staircase give at the evacuation time, and those who take evacuation are arranged in the waiting area 
Landing part
The walking model in the landing part is risked as well as the plane version shelter simulation program that has been developed so far as shown with this report part 1 [1] . In the staircase, the evacuation person's collision (violation of PS) is generated because the densities of those who take evacuation rise. In this case, moved distance is adjusted to original 1/2 and the evasion of the collision is aimed. Still, it searches for the space that can be moved in the right and left 45 degrees and directions of 90 degrees of an original traveling direction again when violating it and the violation is evaded. When
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being move next time, PS is reduced when it is not possible to move as a result of the re-search.
e stairs
The walking model in the stairs is assumed to be the one as shown with this report,
(2)
Moreover, the change in the moving destination and PS are reduced as well as the landing part for the violation avoidance of PS. It is enabled that it is arrangement of the staircase, the landing part, and the obstacle.
Uniting part processing in analytical area
This simulation program calculates the potential of each hierarchy in the staircase. 
FORECAST METER LIKE SMOKE LIQUIDITY
In this simulation program, the smoke flow analysis is done by BRI. This has danger of underestimating evaluating the temperature of the layer of smoke though it is thought to make on the fireproof parition (staircase) one room when the staircase is modeled with BRI. In this simulation program was analyzed by automatically dividing the staircase into multiple rooms. An analytical condition is shown in Table 1 -3, and the model chart divided into multiple rooms is shown in Figure 2 and an analytical result is shown in Figure 3 .
Only the condition that user shows in Table 1 is input in this simulation program in consideration of operativeness on the inspection site, and the condition in Table 2 -3 is set automatically based on the input value. 
Development of input data origination wizard
This simulation program assumes using of inspection site in the future. In this simulation program developed input data origination wizard, because it is difficult to do the complex manipulation.
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Figure 4 Data origination wizard screen
Development of three-dimensional animation result display
This simulation program is to have to be able to understand danger of arranging the obstacle in the staircase is shown to the facilities manager that it is target and an analytical result is easy because it is assumed one. Then, this has been achieved by 
